"Based upon Catherine Austin Fitts's report on the secret space
program by and for the ruling elite, her report of the shocking many
trillions of dollars documented to have been flat-out stolen by these
panicky ruling devils for the purpose of financing their secret
subterranean cities and their secret space refuges . . . based upon
this mountainous evidence, we absolutely know that many high-level
military officers, politicians, industrialists, royalty, and banksters are
preparing to go underground or into space in a desperate attempt to
escape the devastation that will occur on Earth's surface, as natural
disasters build toward their inevitable crescendo." JD
----- Original Message ----From: Gary Giuffre
Date: Friday, February 5, 2016 10:12 am
Subject: March 26?
To: jadinardo@optonline.net
> Hi John:
>
> A lady I know in Arizona has asked me if I know anything about a
> report concerning 26 March 2016 and "Planet X" that was
> circulating the web. I was unable to shed any light on this
> alleged development but I promised her I would ask you, since
> you are the most informed person I know on this subject. Thanks!
>
> God bless!
>
> -GG
Hi Gary,
I do not know what specifics your friend in Arizona heard about the date,
March 26th, 2016 in regard to Planet X. However, this incoming dwarf
star has many months, perhaps a number of years before it will inflict
its peak destruction of Earth as it cruises past us, nearing Earth by
several million miles on its inexorable gravitational rendezvous with
our attracting Sun. However, as you will hear from Terral Croft [below],
his astronomy team's sightings of the dwarf star and its Sun-to-Earth
alignments will cause earthquakes in the month of May, and with some
scientific reasoning behind his prediction. You see, it is a well known
fact that planetary alignments can cause Earth traumas, due to the
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compounding of the gravitational forces exerted by the planets which
align with one another. Naturally, the magnitude of the alignment force
is the key factor determining whether or not the alignment stress is
sufficient to overcome the inertia of Earth's gravitationally targeted
and more precariously situated tectonic plates. Thus, the iffyness of
the earthquake threat rests upon the composite degree of those two
variables: alignment stress and Earth's tectonic load resistance.
However, there are other variables which contribute to this compound
equation, one main variable being the electrical discharge of plasma
which may or may not occur along the imaginary line connecting the
aligning planets. If, say, a comet intruding from deep space is engulfed
in plasma (clouds of mainly hydrogen ions, exerting an electrically
positive electrostatic force field) . . . plasma which it had picked up
upon penetrating our Solar System's heliosphere, and if that plasmasaturated intruding comet crosses onto our Solar System's Ecliptic
(plane), and at some point in our planets' orbits around the Sun, that
comet happens to align with two of our gas giants, Jupiter and Saturn,
and also aligns with Mars, Earth, and our Sun, then that electrostatic
force field, established by the net positive charge engulfing the plasmadrenched comet . . . that cometary electric force field will be focused
along the line of interplanetary alignment and it will see (i.e. sense) a
low resistance discharge path right along that planetary alignment line
established by the conjunction of the comet, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Earth,
and our Sun. The result would be a powerful electrical discharge -- a
macrocosmic bolt of electricity. That same sort of jolting phenomenon
occurs when masses of electrons are updrafted into clouds and build up
great electrical potential energy. The resultant discharge of this
electricity from cloud to ground is actuated by the formation of a lowresistance path allowing the energy to discharge instantaneously. Heavy
sheets of rain have less electrical resistance than air, especially when
rain droplets carry electron-saturated dust particles. So, like a crack in
a dam, the electrical pressure overcomes the weakened air resistance
and hence, the powerful discharge travels along a narrow path of least
resistance. So, you can see why the planetary/cometary alignment
would naturally result in a cosmic sized lightning bolt -- and Earth is
in that line of fire, especially as the progression of the planets'
revolutions creates a disalignment, unblocking Earth so as to feel the
full impact of that lightning bolt.
Therefore, this macrocosmic electric bolt, compounded with these
planetary tug-of-warriors' macrocosmic gravitational pull along the
planetary alignment line, could generate some unpredictable degree of
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trauma to Planet Earth, in the way of storms of all kinds (e.g. volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes), all striking our planet
simultaneously.
Returning to your question as to some prediction of Earth disasters
on March 26th of this year, I can only say that I am not an astronomer,
so I have no knowledge of the planetary/cometary positioning that may
exist now and into the coming months of March through June. However,
Terral Croft, whose audio clip is linked below, says that his collaboration
with a team of astronomers yields knowledge of sizable earthquakes in
the first week of May. So, listen to what he has to say, and then check
to determine whether or not his claim of past correct earthquake
predictions is authentic. I have not yet investigated such authenticity,
but surely that needs to be checked out.
Without specifying a date, and through well over a decade of studying
this subject, plus with years of experience as a New Jersey State certified
high school science teacher, specializing in physics, and having spent
much of my career as an electronics engineer with AT&T Bell Laboratories,
I predict that the earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and weather disasters
will steadily worsen in magnitude and in frequency as this long since
*NASA*-discovered-but-now-covered-up dwarf star makes its colossal,
lazy, years-long U-turn in its cosmic flirtation with the Sun, at the very
terminus of its centuries-long highly elliptical orbital trajectory into our
Solar System from deep space.
These are some of my reasons for so predicting:
1) on the Weather Channel, over the past twelve years, I have been
observing an increasing amplitude and contortion of the jetstream,
which indicates, and indeed has dictated the surge in severe weather
that the world has been experiencing in recent years;
2) there is also an increase in the size and number of mantle plumes
(also called thermal plumes) belching up through Earth's underlying
mantle to its lithospheric crust above, thus giving rise [pun intended]
to volcanic eruptions and earthquakes;
3) there is an increase in the number of reports of meteoric shooting
stars, frictionally ignited during their plunges to Earth from space;
4) I notice that the diabolical ruling elite have co-opted CalTech to boost
NASA's flagging credibility among the world's community of scientists,
who cannot be easily fooled as is the lay population. The California
Institute of Technology appears to have been governmentally enlisted
[I wonder if CalTech's research budget has recently increased] to boost
NASA's credibility following its recently torpedoed "there's-no-PlanetX"
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political position. Just in this month of January, NASA has apparently
enlisted non-governmental [and thus, non-suspect] CalTech to help
calm the increasingly alarmed science community by colluding with and
supporting NASA in their newly revised Planet X disinformation strategy,
because the old strategy has been busted wide open, like a holiday pin'ata,
by the independent international team of astronomers manning the world's
largest radio-telescope observatory, the Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(A.L.M.A.) Observatory in Chile. Just in December 2015, the ALMA team
announced that they may have sighted Planet X, and this spectacular
announcement appears to have so excited the world's astronomers, and
has so alarmed NASA's de facto bosses, the diabolical ruling elite, that
they felt compelled to defuse ALMA's highly credible sightings, using
NASA's chosen astronomy guru, private CalTech's acclaimed non-NASA
astronomer, the "Pluto-Killing" gladiator of astronomy, standing upon
Pluto's planetary corpse, Dr. Michael Brown. Boy, you couldn't get a more
respectably credible guy than him to promote NASA's newly designed
"please-don't-worry -- yes-there-is-a-sort-of-PlanetX-but-it's-benignand-that's-why-we-call-it-benign-Planet9-and-not-that-bad-old-PlanetX".
And so, one month after the ALMA announcement of possibly sighting
what NASA used to call "Planet X," NASA was so shaken that they felt
compelled to dissolve their decades-long marriage to the old "there's-noPlanetX political stand, and to enlist the private, and hence more credible
California Institute of Technology to issue a sensational publicity blast, one
aimed at the both the science community and at the TV-viewing public.
This publicity blast was presented like a spectacular laser light show, and
it actually was very much like a laser light show, dazzling to the eyes, yet
with nothing to grab onto. You see, CalTech's recent highly publicized
story -- provoked by ALMA's announcement of the possible sighting of
Planet X -- was not a discovery at all, but a creatively convoluted fantasy
titled, "Planet 9" -- simply, we-just-pulled-Planet9-out-of-our-asstronomy.
Could it be that this same Dr. Michael Brown who introduced the "Planet9"
fantasy was years ago chosen as the "Pluto-Killer" to divorce Planet Pluto
from our planetary family in order to make room for a new imaginary,
theorized benign Planet9? Nahh! NASA could not have looked so far into
the future as to contrive a new PlanetX disinformation stand for the future,
as they foresaw that, at some point in Planet X's inexorable gravitational
attraction to our Sun, first one major observatory would sight it . . . then
another -- and another, until the whole "there's-no-PlanetX" stand would
collapse under the sheer weight of astronomers' consensus! Nahh, NASA
is not that forsighted! Are they? NASA is not smart enough to divorce
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Planet Pluto from planetary status to make room for a new, fake, and very
useful "ninth planet," the newly wed "Planet9" member of our Solar System
family of planets -- the new lovable benign Planet9 -- a term which the
newly organized NASA/CalTech disinformation crew chose to psychologically
discredit the fearfully accepted term, "Planet X," coined by the renowned
founder of the Lowell Observatory over a century ago [and maybe not so
coincidentally, the very same observatory that discovered the now-divorced
Planet Pluto]. Not only was Pluto discovered at the Lowell Observatory, but
that observatory was actually searching for Planet X when Clyde Tombaugh
serendipitously discovered Planet Pluto. Fast-forwarding to the late twentieth
century, the term "Planet X" was accepted by NASA when it contracted the
chief astronomer of the U.S. Naval Observatory, Dr. Robert S. Harrington, to
search for Planet X, and to publish a document [now on the Internet] titled,
"The Search for Planet X." NASA astronomers and other eminent astronomers
published, in the New York Times, January 30, 1983, a lengthy landmark
documentary piece titled, "Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X". And
in December of that same year, the Washington Post published a front page
declaration heralding the Infrared Astronomical Satellite's sighting of what
the NSA told them to couch its identity under something other than "Planet
X," because our secretive NSA suddenly realized that a dwarf star being
pulled in by our Sun could shake the citizenry to overcome their fear of their
ruling elite and replace the people's fear of man with the fear of someone in
the heavens, someone like God, hurling this big curve ball past batter Earth
to loop around catcher Sun. The NSA rules NASA and it even rules the CIA,
and so, it is the NSA who ordered a ban on all reports of Planet X, replacing
X with their absurd new high-profile smokescreen titled, "Planet 9," designed
to pacify the science community when they start to sight Planetx-captured
gangs of comets streaking toward, and some into, the Sun. NASA is thus
prepared to mislead astronomers at the advent of these comet intrusions,
because the new benign Planet9 story is designed to assure these scientists
that Sun-drawn comet swarms "are perfectly normal, so not-to-worry."
And, based upon the many reports of the rich and powerful elite of the
world hastily attempting to flee Earth's surface, either temporarily into
space or temporarily underground, because Earth's surface will, perhaps
soon, be ravaged by geological and meteorological disasters . . . and based
upon Catherine Austin Fitts's report on the secret space program by and
for the ruling elite, her report of the shocking many trillions of dollars
documented to have been flat-out stolen by these panicky ruling devils for
the purpose of financing their secret subterranean cities and their secret
space refuges . . . based upon this mountainous evidence, we absolutely
know that many high-level military officers, politicians, industrialists,
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royalty, and banksters are preparing to go underground or into space in
a desperate attempt to escape the devastation that will occur on Earth's
surface as natural disasters build toward their inevitable crescendo.
John DiNardo, former science teacher and electronics engineer
-----------------------------------~ Part 1) West Coast Earthquakes in May, Predicted by Astronomy Researcher
from Terral Croft, 03blackstar@gmail.com:
" My current research project predicted the Fukushima quake event
within four days, when Earth passed between the Sun and Black Star.
The next year the Guerrero, Mexico quake was predicted within just
two days at the next alignment. The recent 7.8 Nepal Quake from
April 25, 2015 was predicted far in advance along with the X-class
solar flares that accompany these events. The next nearside alignment
quake event will take place on May 7, 2016 along the Pacific Ocean/
Ring of Fire with increased pressures spreading through the US West
Coast, then spreading East. "
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/Dinardo/PlanetX%20TerralCroft
%20FeetToFire%201-17-16_1.mp3
In this Creatively Convoluted Disinformation Blast, Dr. Michael
Brown of CalTech Announces His Own Discovery of His Planet 9, in
Tacit Response to the A.L.M.A. Observatory's Published Sightings of
Planet X in December of 2015. Acknowledgement of the ALMA Sightings
is Glaringly Absent from the Honest Dr. Brown's Report. JD
http://www.caltech.edu/news/caltech-researchers-find-evidence-real-ninth-planet-49523
And Now, the PlanetX/Planet9 Disinformation Theme is Launched on
Mainstream Television -- a *Sure* Sign that The Ruling Elite are Trying
to B.S., Not Only the Science World, but the General Public, Also, Since
Every Alert Person Knows that Television is Truth's Toilet. JD
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/researchers-find-evidence-for-yet-unseen-planet-nine/
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